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Abstract

Biomedical image analysis is fundamental for biomedical discovery in cell biology, pathology, radiol-
ogy, and many other biomedical domains. Holistic image analysis comprises interdependent subtasks
such as segmentation, detection, and recognition of relevant objects. Traditionally, these tasks are tack-
led separately. For example, there have been a lot of works focusing on segmentation alone, completely
ignoring key semantic information in downstream tasks of detection and recognition. In contrast, image
parsing is a unifying framework that jointly pursues these tasks by leveraging their interdependencies
such as the semantic label of a segmented object. Here, we propose BiomedParse, a biomedical foun-
dation model for imaging parsing that can jointly conduct segmentation, detection, and recognition for
82 object types across 9 imaging modalities. Through joint learning, we can improve accuracy for indi-
vidual tasks and enable novel applications such as segmenting all relevant objects in an image through
a text prompt, rather than requiring users to laboriously specify the bounding box for each object. In-
terestingly, we can train BiomedParse using no more than standard segmentation datasets. The key is to
leverage readily available natural-language labels or descriptions accompanying those datasets and use
GPT-4 to harmonize the noisy, unstructured text information with established biomedical object ontolo-
gies. We created a large dataset comprising over six million triples of image, segmentation mask, and
textual description. On image segmentation, we showed that BiomedParse is broadly applicable, outper-
forming state-of-the-art methods on 102,855 test image-mask-label triples across 9 imaging modalities
(everything). BiomedParse is also able to identify invalid user inputs describing objects that do not ex-
ist in the image. On object detection, which aims to locate a specific object of interest, BiomedParse
again attained state-of-the-art performance, especially on objects with irregular shapes (everywhere). On
object recognition, which aims to identify all objects in a given image along with their semantic types,
we showed that BiomedParse can simultaneously segment and label all biomedical objects in an image
(all at once). In summary, BiomedParse is an all-in-one tool for biomedical image analysis by jointly
solving segmentation, detection, and recognition. It is broadly applicable to all major biomedical image
modalities, paving the path for efficient and accurate image-based biomedical discovery.
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Introduction

Biomedical image analysis is critical to biomedical discovery because imaging is one of the most impor-
tant tools for studying physiology, anatomy, and function at multiple scales from the organelle level to the
organ level [1, 2]. Holistic image analysis comprises multiple subtasks, such as segmentation, detection,
and recognition of biomedical objects. Segmentation aims to divide an image into segments representing
different objects, often requiring the aid of a user-provided bounding box for each object of interest [3, 4].
Detection aims to identify the location of an object of interest in the image [5], whereas recognition aims
to identify all objects within an image [6]. Standard image analysis methods typically approach these tasks
separately, using specialized tools for individual tasks [7]. Despite their encouraging performance, such a
disjoint approach misses significant opportunities for joint learning and reasoning across these interdepen-
dent tasks.

For example, a lot of prior image analysis works focus on segmentation alone, thus ignoring key se-
mantic information from downstream tasks of object detection and recognition. This results in sub-optimal
segmentation while imposing substantial burden on users, as many state-of-the-art segmentation tools re-
quire users to provide a tight bounding box indicating the location of an object of interest [8, 9]. The
bounding-box requirement leads to three limitations. First, users have to manually draw bounding boxes in
the image, which requires domain expertise to identify the locations and shapes of the target objects. Sec-
ond, bounding boxes, which are often rectangular, fall short of accurately representing objects with irregular
or complex shapes. Third, bounding box-based approaches are not scalable for images containing a large
number of objects, such as segmenting cells in a whole-slide pathology image, since users need to provide
a bounding box for each object.

In this paper, we propose to approach biomedical image analysis as image parsing, a unifying framework
for joint learning and reasoning across segmentation, detection, and recognition [10–12]. Specifically, we
have developed BiomedParse, a biomedical foundation model for image parsing that is capable of carrying
out all three tasks by leveraging their interdependencies, thus addressing key limitations in traditional meth-
ods. In particular, joint learning of object detection and recognition eliminates the need for user-specified
bounding boxes, as segmentation can be done using semantic labels from text prompt alone.

The major bottleneck for pretraining BiomedParse is data. While biomedical segmentation datasets
abound [13–15], there are relatively few prior works on object detection and recognition in biomedicine, let
alone datasets covering all three tasks. To address this problem, we propose a novel approach for pretraining
BiomedParse using no more than standard segmentation datasets. The key insight is to leverage readily
available natural-language labels or descriptions accompanying those datasets and use GPT-4 to harmonize
these noisy, unstructured texts with established biomedical object ontologies. This enables us to construct
BiomedParseData, a biomedical image parsing dataset comprising 3.4 million triples of image, segmentation
mask, and semantic label of the biomedical object and 6.8 million image-mask-description triples, from
over 1 million images. The semantic labels encompass 82 major biomedical object types across 9 imaging
modalities.

Unlike segmentation methods that focus on identifying salient segment boundary within a bounding
box, BiomedParse learns to model typical shape of each object class, thus mimicking how humans perceive
objects in an image. BiomedParse can segment images using text prompts alone (e.g. “inflammatory cells
in breast pathology”), without requiring any user-specified localization such as bounding boxes. Conse-
quently, BiomedParse can better recognize and segment objects of irregular and complex shapes, which are
very challenging for traditional methods using rectangular bounding boxes. Moreover, BiomedParse can
recognize all objects in an image, without requiring any user input prompt.

We conduct a large-scale study to evaluate BiomedParse on 102,855 held-out image-mask-label triples
across 9 modalities for segmentation, detection, and recognition. On segmentation, BiomedParse estab-
lished new state-of-the-art results, outperforming prior best methods such as MedSAM [9] and SAM [8].
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Moreover, using text prompts alone, BiomedParse is much more scalable than these prior methods that re-
quire orders of magnitude more user operations in specifying object-specific bounding boxes to perform
competitively. We also demonstrated that BiomedParse can accurately detect invalid text prompts describ-
ing non-existent objects in the image. On detection, we show that BiomedParse learns accurate modeling of
all object classes, including those with irregular shapes. This results in even larger improvement in image
analysis accuracy for such objects, attaining a 0.857 Dice score that is 39.6% higher than the best-competing
method. On recognition, we show how BiomedParse can accurately segment and label all objects without
any user-specified text prompt. Collectively, we introduce a biomedical foundation model for image parsing,
achieving superior performance on segmentation, detection, and recognition, paving the path for large-scale
image-based biomedical discovery.

Results

Overview of BiomedParse and BiomedParseData

To develop a model that can jointly conduct segmentation, detection, and recognition, we need a supervision
dataset that covers all three tasks. To our best knowledge, no such a dataset exists. To this end, we created
the first such dataset BiomedParseData by combining 45 biomedical image segmentation datasets and using
GPT-4 to generate the canonical semantic label for each segmented object.

The key insight is that existing segmentation datasets often contain valuable semantic information about
the segmented objects. However, such information typically resides in noisy and inconsistent natural-
language text descriptions that do not conform to standard biomedical ontologies. To address this challenge,
we use GPT-4 to create a unifying biomedical object ontology for image analysis and harmonize natural-
language descriptions with this ontology (see Methods). This ontology encompasses three main categories
(histology, organ, abnormality), 15 meta-object types, and 82 specific object types (Fig. 1a).

The resulting BiomedParseData contains 3.4 million distinct image-mask-label triples, spanning 9 imag-
ing modalities and 25 anatomic sites (Fig. 1b, Supplementary Figure 2), representing a large-scale and
diverse dataset for semantic-based biomedical image analysis.

To make BiomedParse better equipped in handling diverse text prompts not covered by the canonical
semantic labels, we also use GPT-4 to synthesize synonymous text descriptions for each semantic label and
sample from them during training. This yielded a total of 6.8 million image-mask-description triples (see
Methods, Supplementary Figure 1 and 3).

While our method does not use bounding boxes, prior state-of-the-art methods such as MedSAM and
SAM generally require pre-specified bounding boxes. We consider two scenarios to provide the bounding
boxes: oracle bounding box (the minimum rectangular bounding box covering a segmented object) and
bounding box created by Grounding DINO [16], a state-of-the-art object detection method that can generate
bounding boxes from text prompt of an object label. (Grounding DINO does not perform segmentation.)

BiomedParse adopts a modular design under the SEEM architecture [56], comprising an image encoder
(for encoding the input image), a text encoder (for encoding the text prompt), a mask decoder (for out-
puting segmentation mask), and a meta-object classifier (for joint training of image encoder with object
semantics). See Fig. 1c. The image and text encoders were initialized using state-of-the-art Focal [17] and
PubMedBERT [18], respectively.

Before evaluating image analysis results, we first examine the quality of embeddings derived from
BiomedParse. Specifically, we compare the text embeddings from BiomedParse with those from PubMed-
BERT. We found that embeddings from BiomedParse can better distinguish fine-grained cell types, with a
Silhouette score of 0.89 that is much higher than using the embeddings from PubMedBERT (Fig. 1d, Sup-
plementary Figure 4). We also compare the image embeddings from BiomedParse with those from Focal.
We observed that embeddings from BiomedParse are more predictive of tumor malignancy on a pathology
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dataset [19] (Fig. 1e). The superior performance of the text and image embeddings from BiomedParse
necessitates the training of BiomedParse using BiomedParseData, raising our confidence that BiomedParse
can be an effective approach for biomedical image analysis.

Accurate and scalable segmentation across nine modalities

We first evaluated BiomedParse on biomedical image segmentation using the held-out set comprising 102,855
test instances (image-mask-label triples) across 9 imaging modalities (Fig. 2a, Supplementary Figure
4). We observed that BiomedParse achieved the best Dice score, even against the best-competing method
MedSAM with oracle bounding box as input (paired t-test p-value < 10−4). In the more realistic setting
when MedSAM or SAM is supplied with bounding boxes generated by Grounding DINO, the superiority
of BiomedParse is even more prominent in end-to-end biomedical object detection and segmentation, espe-
cially in more challenging modalities such as pathology and CT where irregular-shaped objects abound. By
training on domain-specific datasets, both BiomedParse and MedSAM outperform general-domain meth-
ods such as SAM. We showed examples comparing BiomedParse segmentation and the ground truth across
multiple imaging modalities, demonstrating the generalizability of BiomedParse (Fig. 2b). We further com-
pared BiomedParse on a benchmark created by MedSAM [9] encompassing 50 tasks and again observed the
best performance by BiomedParse, even against MedSAM with oracle bounding box (paired t-test p-value
< 10−2), further demonstrating the superiority of BiomedParse (Supplementary Figure 5).

In addition to being more accurate, BiomedParse is more scalable compared to bounding box-based
approaches, which stems from the generalizability of text prompts across images of the same modality or
anatomical site, thus eliminating the need for laborious user operations in providing a tight bounding box for
each object. To demonstrate this, we compared BiomedParse and prior state-of-the-art methods MedSAM
and SAM on a cell segmentation dataset with 42 colon pathology images (Fig. 2c). Using a single text
prompt “glandular structure in colon pathology image”, BiomedParse achieves a 0.942 median Dice score,
whereas neither SAM nor MedSAM achieves a median Dice score higher than 0.75 without tight bounding
boxes as input. In fact, to achieve competitive results comparable to BiomedParse with a single text prompt,
MedSAM requires the users to supply a tight bounding box for each of the 430 cells in these images (Fig.
2c). In general, our results reveal that the bounding box-based approach is much less accurate on irregular-
shaped objects, such as tumors and abnormal cells (Fig. 2d,e). In contrast, BiomedParse still attained highly
accurate segmentation for such objects. The scalability and accuracy of BiomedParse bode well for its utility
in real-world applications.

BiomedParse can also detect invalid text prompts (e.g., the request to identify a brain tissue in a chest
X-Ray image), by calculating a p-value using Kolmogorov–Smirnov (K-S) test (see Methods). From pre-
liminary experiments, we found that invalid text prompts have an average K-S test p-value smaller than
10−3 while the valid ones have an average K-S test p-value above 0.1 (Fig. 2f). Using 0.01 as the p-value
cutoff, BiomedParse can achieve an estimated performance of 0.93 precision and 1.00 recall on detecting in-
valid input (Fig. 2g). BiomedParse substantially outperformed Grounding DINO on invalid input detection
(AUROC 0.99 vs 0.61). See Fig. 2h,i). This enables BiomedParse to perform recognition by enumerating
candidate object types in the ontology, skipping invalid text prompts and generating segmentation masks for
valid object labels.

Accurate detection of irregular-shaped objects

Next, we evaluated the performance of BiomedParse on object detection, where the model is asked to iden-
tify an object of interest in the image. BiomedParse can resolve natural-language variations and accept text
prompts that do not exactly match any semantic label in the ontology. In the previous section, we already
show that BiomedParse outperformed bounding-box-based methods in general. Additionally, since Biomed-
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Parse learns semantic representation for individual object types, We hypothesize that its superiority over
prior methods will be even more pronounced in detecting irregular-shaped objects. To verify this, we show
the aggregate attention map of each object type learned by BiomedParse on test images unseen during train-
ing and observed that they faithfully reflect object shapes, including many irregular-shaped objects (Fig. 3a).
Next, we define three metrics to assess the regularity of an object, including convex ratio (i.e., the ratio of
the object size to the tightest convex size), box ratio (i.e., the ratio of the object size to the tightest rectangle
size), and rotational inertia (i.e., the difficulty in changing the rotational velocity) (see Methods). We found
that the improvements of BiomedParse over SAM and MedSAM are strongly correlated with these metrics
(average correlation 0.829), indicating that our method has a larger improvement on irregular-shaped ob-
jects (Fig. 3b-d, Supplementary Figure 6). Fig. 3e illustrates a few examples comparing BiomedParse
and MedSAM on detecting irregular-shaped objects. Furthermore, we show that BiomedParseData has
higher average object irregularity than the datasets used by MedSAM (Fig. 3f,g, Supplementary Figure 7),
and the improvement of BiomedParse is also larger on BiomedParseData (Fig. 3h), highlighting the benefit
from joint learning of object semantics in detecting the more challenging irregular-shaped objects.

Object recognition using the segmentation ontology

In our final analysis, we explore BiomedParse’s capacity for object recognition, which aims to simultane-
ously segment and label every object within an image. Provided with an image, along with its modality and
anatomical site, BiomedParse iteratively performs detection and segmentation for all candidate object types
within the ontology of that modality and anatomical site, and the segmented masks are aggregated to ensure
spatial cohesion among adjacent pixels (see Methods). This enables BiomedParse to accurately conduct
object recognition, as evidenced in Fig. 4a, where objects are accurately identified and segmented with an
average Dice score of 0.94.

Grounding DINO [16] is the state-of-the-art general-domain object recognition system but it does not
perform segmentation, which makes Grounding DINO and BiomedParse not directly comparable. We cir-
cumvent this by casting the object recognition task as a binary classification problem: given an input image
and a candidate object type, the model determines whether the image contains at least one object of the given
type. In this classification formulation, we observed that BiomedParse substantially outperformed Ground-
ing DINO with a 25.0%, 87.9%, 74.5% improvement on precision, recall, and F-1, respectively (Fig. 4b-d).
The improvement over Grounding DINO is even larger when more objects are present in the image (Fig.
4e).

Next, we evaluated the performance of BiomedParse on end-to-end object recognition using weighted
average Dice score. Compared with MedSAM and SAM using Grounding DINO for recognition and bound-
ing box generation, BiomedParse outperformed them by a large margin (Fig. 4f, Supplementary Figure
8). Similar to our observation on object identification, the improvement over comparison approaches is even
larger when more objects are present in the image (Fig. 4g). These results indicate BiomedParse’s ability to
identify all objects in an image, offering an effective tool for holistic image analysis.

Finally, we evaluated BiomedParse on real-world data from the Providence Health System (Fig. 5). We
performed object recognition here by asking BiomedParse to identify and segment all relevant cells in the
pathology slides. We found that the annotations by BiomedParse correctly identified regions of immune
cells and cancer cells, attaining high consistency with the pathologist annotations. While pathologists tend
to focus on a specific region of cell type and provide coarse-grained annotations, BiomedParse can precisely
label all relevant cells as specified in the ontology, indicating the potential for BiomedParse to help alleviate
clinician burdens in real-world clinical applications.
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Discussion

We have presented BiomedParse, a biomedical foundation model for image analysis based on image parsing,
and a large-scale image parsing dataset BiomedParseData containing 3.4 million image-mask-label triples
and 6.8 million image-mask-description triples. In contrast to existing biomedical foundational models that
require users to provide a tight bounding box for each object to segment, BiomedParse is bounding box-free,
and can perform holistic image analysis with segmentation, detection, and recognition all at once. We con-
ducted a large-scale evaluation on 102,855 test image-mask-label triples across 9 modalities. BiomedParse
attained new state-of-the-art results, substantially outperforming prior best methods such as MedSAM and
SAM, even when they were equipped with oracle bounding box as input. The improvement is even larger
when the objects have irregular shapes or when an image contains a large number of objects. We also val-
idated the accuracy and scalability of BiomedParse on previous unseen real-world data from Providence
Health System. Collectively, BiomedParse offers an accurate, scalable, and robust biomedical image analy-
sis tool that can be broadly applied to various modalities and applications, paving the path for image-based
biomedical discovery.

The image analysis field has witnessed rapid development in the past decade. Since its inception in
2015, the U-Net architecture has revolutionized the field of automatic pixel-wise prediction through su-
pervised training [20, 21]. This groundbreaking work laid the foundation for a diverse array of network
structures, ranging from advanced convolution-network designs to vision-transformer models [22–37]. Re-
cent advances in image detection and recognition, such as developments in object detection frameworks like
Faster R-CNN [38] and YOLOv4 [39], have significantly enhanced capabilities in identifying and localiz-
ing anatomical features with high precision. The introduction of SAM marked a significant milestone by
demonstrating the model’s ability to generalize segmentation to previously unseen classes, utilizing visual
prompts such as points and bounding boxes as guides [8].

Despite the proliferation of advances in the general domain, research on adapting them for large-scale
biomedical image analysis across a wide range of organ or tissue classes remains relatively sparse [40].
MedSAM is a notable exception by adapting SAM to the medical realm through continued training on a
large number of biomedical segmentation datasets, establishing the state of art in biomedical image analysis.
However, like SAM, MedSAM focuses on segmentation alone, thus ignoring valuable semantic information
from related tasks of detection and recognition. Consequently, both SAM and MedSAM require users to
provide labor-intensive input such as the tight bounding box for each object to segment, which is hard to
scale and very challenging for objects with irregular shapes [9].

We propose BiomedParse to overcome these challenges. By joint learning across segmentation, detec-
tion, and recognition in the unifying framework of image parsing, and by using GPT-4 to harmonize noisy
object descriptions, BiomedParse was able to acquire novel capabilities such as identifying and segmenting
objects of interest using text prompt alone, as well as recognizing all objects in an image by leveraging
the segmentation ontology. This represents an important step toward scaling holistic image analysis in
biomedicine and real-world clinical applications.

A particularly exciting area for biomedical image analysis is the application in cellular images such as
H&E staining and Multiplexed ImmunoFluorescence (MxIF) imaging. This could help elucidate the size,
shape, texture, and spatial relationships of individual cells, with potential ramifications in emerging appli-
cations such as modeling tumor microenvironments for precision immunotherapy [41–43]. The standard
approaches focus on instance segmentation by assigning unique identifiers to individual cells to facilitate
downstream analysis [44–46]. Hover-net represents a significant advancement in addressing the limitations
of semantic breadth and cell categorization within segmentation tasks, by incorporating cell classification
into the segmentation process [47]. However, traditional methods typically rely on bounding box detec-
tion, and struggle with diverse cell morphologies and irregular shapes. Recent efforts aim to overcome
these challenges by adopting more refined representations and accommodating the multi-resolution nature
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of biological imaging [48–50]. Cell-ViT is a marquee example that leverages SAM’s encoder backbone to
improve hierarchical representation, particularly for nucleus segmentation [51]. BiomedParse can contribute
to this long line of exciting research work by enabling cell segmentation and identification in one fell swoop
and enhancing generalizability through joint training on a diverse range of image modalities and cell types.

While BiomedParse has demonstrated promising potential for unifying biomedical image analysis, growth
areas abound. First, although BiomedParse has demonstrated high accuracy (e.g., Dice scores) in identifying
relevant pixels in an image for a given object type, by default it does not differentiate individual object in-
stances and requires post processing to separate the instance masks, which is important in some applications
such as cell counting. Second, while BiomedParse can already perform image analysis from text prompt
alone, it currently does not support interactive dialogue with users in a conversational style like GPT-4. To
address this, we plan to develop a conversational system that can better tailor to complex user needs. Finally,
BiomedParse currently treats non-2D modalities such as CT and MRI by reducing them to 2D slices, thus
failing to utilize the spatial and temporal information in the original modalities. In future work, we need to
extend BiomedParse beyond 2D image slices to facilitate 3D segmentation, detection, and recognition.
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Methods

Details of BiomedParseData

We created the first large-scale biomedical image parsing dataset BiomedParseData, where each image is
associated with a collection of objects. Each object is annotated with the segmentation mask and a canonical
semantic label specifying the object type from a biomedical object ontology. Additionally, each semantic la-
bel comes with a set of synonymous textual descriptions for model training. BiomedParseData was created
by synthesizing 45 publicly available biomedical segmentation datasets across 9 imaging modalities, com-
prising 1.1 million images, 3.4 million image-mask-label triples, and 6.8 million image-mask-description
triples (Fig. 1b). To ensure the quality of BiomedParseData, we imposed stringent inclusion criteria: each
image had to be manually or semi-manually segmented at the pixel level, and a name was available for
each segmented object from the dataset description. For 3D imaging modalities such as CT and MRI, we
pre-processed each volume into in-plane 2D slices to be consistent with other modalities.

For model training and evaluation, we randomly split each original dataset into 80% training and 20%
testing. Slices from each 3D volume always appear in the same split to prevent information leakage.

To harmonize natural-language variations in noisy object descriptions, we use GPT-4 to create a three-
layer biomedical object ontology (Fig. 1a). The base layer comprises three broad semantic categories:
organ, abnormality, histology. The next layer comprises 15 meta-object types (e.g., heart in
organ and tumor in abnormality). The most fine-grained layer comprises 82 object types, such
as left heart ventricle and ehhancing tumor. Specifically, we first used GPT-4 to generate a
preliminary hierarchical structure for biomedical image analysis and propose candidate names for individual
object types, drawing from a wide range of tasks and textual descriptions across the source datasets. We then
manually reviewed these candidates and mapped them to standardized OHDSI vocabularies using Athena
[52]. We introduce other as a catch-all category. For future expansion, we expect that the first two layers
are relatively stable, while our framework can easily incorporate new object types in the fine-grained layers,
as well as additional datasets with segmentation and object labels.

To enhance the robustness of BiomedParse in handling diverse text prompts, we also used GPT-4 to
generate synonymous textual descriptions for each semantic label, following other recent efforts in using
GPT-4 for synthetic data generation [53, 54]. Specifically, we adopt a templatic normalization for each
dataset, by formulating the unifying image analysis task as identifying “[OBJECT TYPE] in [ANATOMIC
SITE] [MODALITY]”, such as “enhancing tumor in brain MRI” (Supplementary Figure 2). We then
introduced linguistic diversity into these descriptions by using GPT-4 to generate variations in professional
language (Supplementary Figure 1), as well as introducing synonymous variations for each component
(Supplementary Figure 3). In each training epoch, we randomly sampled a description for each image-
mask pair, ensuring BiomedParse to understand diverse text prompts.

Details of BiomedParse

Existing image analysis methods often focus on segmentation alone. They typically expect spatial input
prompts such as bounding box or scribble for the object to segment, and focus on learning spatial embedding
such as bounding box coordinates [8, 9, 55]. In contrast, BiomedParse follows SEEM [56] and focuses on
learning text prompt. Specifically, BiomedParse adopts a modular design, comprising an image encoder, a
text encoder, a mask decoder, and a meta-object classifier. See Fig. 1c. The image and text encoders were
initialized using Focal [17] and PubMedBERT [18], respectively.

The input to BiomedParse is an image and a text prompt, which are passed along to the image and text
encoders, respectively. The text prompt specifies the object type for segmentation and detection. The mask
decoder outputs a segmentation mask that has the same size as the original image, with a probability between
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0 and 1 for each pixel, indicating how likely the pixel belongs to the designated object in the text prompt.
The meta-object classifier includes input from the image and outputs the meta-object type to facilitate joint
training of image encoder with object semantics.

Implementation of competing methods

We compared BiomedParse to state-of-the-art segmentation models, SAM [8] and MedSAM [9]. We rec-
ognize the importance of precise bounding boxes as model input, so we evaluated competing methods in
two settings: (i) employing gold-standard bounding boxes, and (ii) utilizing bounding boxes predicted by
the state-of-the-art object detection model Grounding DINO [16] to provide bounding box prompts. For the
first setting, we follow [9] by deriving bounding boxes from gold-standard masks, ensuring each box tightly
encompassed the mask with a uniform margin of 10 pixels. In the second setting, we adhered to the inference
pipeline of Grounding DINO where when presented with multiple bounding box predictions, we selected
the one with the highest confidence score. This text-to-box-to-segmentation scheme follows the idea in [57].
To maintain uniformity across comparisons, all input images were resized to 1024×1024 pixels. We use the
same test split of BiomedParseData for evaluation across competing methods, and performance was quanti-
fied using the median Dice score on each task. We recognize that the train-test splits are different across the
original evaluations of the competing methods, and the BiomedParseData test split could contain examples
that were used to train other models. We note that the implementations for MedSAM, SAM, and Grounding
DINO were used as-is for inference purposes without any fine-tuning. As for the task-specific nnU-Net
models [26] and the DeepLabV3+ models [58], due to the unavailability of numerous task-finetuned models
and the lack of explicit training details in existing literature, we relied on performance metrics reported in
the MedSAM study [9].

Detecting invalid textual description

BiomedParse by design can input any image and text prompt. However, a text prompt may be invalid,
specifying an object that doesn’t exist in the given image [54, 59]. For example, the request to identify and
segment “left heart ventricle” in a dermoscopy image should be rejected by the model as invalid. It is critical
to detect and reject invalid text prompt to preempt hallucinations [60].

In principle, the mask decoder should output low pixel probabilities for invalid text prompt. However,
given the sheer number of pixels, some might get a relatively high output probability simply by chance, thus
leading to erroneous object detection and segmentation results. To address this problem, we observe that
while individual pixels might get noisily high probabilities, collectively their distribution would be rather
different compared to pixels in valid objects. Consequently, we can estimate the distribution of its pixel
probabilities from training data, and then estimate how likely the pixel probabilities in a test image are
drawn from the same distribution.

Specifically, after BiomedParse was trained, for each object type, we computed the average object pixel
probability for each training image containing objects of the given type, and fit a Beta distribution for all
these probabilities. At test time, for a given image, we computed the average object pixel probability for the
predicted object segments of the given object type, and compute the p-value using one-sample Kolmogorov-
Smirnov (K-S) test [61]. Smaller p-value indicates that the predicted object segments are unlikely to be
correct. To increase the robustness, in addition to pixel probability, we also consider the RGB values. In
particular, for each color channel (R, G, B), we similarly fit a Beta distribution from the average value for
valid objects in training, and compute the corresponding p-value for the predicted object segments in a test
image. Overall, we treat these four tests as independent and use their product as the summary p-value.

In this way, we can obtain a summary p-value for any given pair of text prompt and image. To identify
a summary p-value threshold for separating valid inputs from invalid ones, we created an invalid dataset by
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sampling invalid object types for each image. We plot the distribution for both valid text prompts (for a
given image) and invalid ones (Fig. 2f). For comparison against Grounding DINO, we use its confidence
score given a text prompt and an image for invalid input detection.

Attention map conditioned on the textual description

To visualize the shape of each segmentation object type, e.g. “hepatic vessel in CT”, we collected the
predicted pixel probabilities for each object type and aggregated probabilities from all images. The pixel-
level probability is derived from the top layer attention on the pixel. The attention map, reflecting the
shape for a target t, is obtained in a four-step approach. First, we collected all BiomedParse-predicted pixel
attention for target t as ρ1, · · · , ρn ∈ [0, 1]H×W across n examples in the test set. Second, we initialized
shape distribution for target t as Mt

1 = ρ1. Third, for iteration i = 1, · · · , n − 1, we computed 2-D cross-
correlation between ρi+1 and Mt

i, and shifted ρi+1 to be aligned with Mt
i at highest cross-correlation, and

updated the ensemble distribution M t
i+1 = M t

i + ρ̃i+1, where ρ̃i+1 denotes the shifted attention matrix.
Finally, the attention map for target t is normalized as M t

n/n. For 3D segmentation targets such as CT and
MRI, we first aggregated the predictions within one volume without shifting and then aligned the volume-
aggregated masks using the above method.

Details of experiments on irregular-shaped object detection

Medical image segmentation models like MedSAM require a bounding box as input. When the shape of the
target is “irregular”, it is hard for the bounding box to precisely define the region of interest. To quantify
the “regularity” of a target mask M , we define the following three metrics: Box Ratio measures the degree
to which the target mask is similar to its tight bounding box: BoxRatio(M) = |M |

|Box(M)| , where Box(M)

is the tight bounding box around mask M , and | · | denotes the area measured in number of pixels. Convex
Ratio measures how convex the target mask is and is defined as ConvexRatio(M) = |M |

|ConvexHull(M)| ,
where ConvexHull(M) is the convex hull of mask M . Inverse rotational inertia (IRI) measures how
spread out the area of the target mask is. To begin with, the rotational inertia of M relative to its centroid cM
is RI(M) =

∑
x∈M ∥x−cM∥22, where x is the coordinate of each pixel in the mask, and cM is the coordinate

of the centroid. To standardize the metric to be independent of the total mask area, we take the inverse of the
rotational inertia and scale by the value of a round-shaped mask with the same area, representing the lowest
rotational inertia achievable by any mask with the same area: IRI(M) = |M |2

2π·RI(M) . Under this definition,
any mask has 0 < IRI ≤ 1, with any round-shaped mask having IRI equal to 1.

Details of experiments on object recognition

We built a hierarchical structure putting all supported targets under one modality at one anatomic site.
Given any image, e.g. abdominal CT, we traverse all the available targets t = 1, · · · ,m under the branch
that are exclusive to each other, and prompt the BiomedParse model sequentially to get m prediction of
mask probabilities ρ1, · · · , ρm. It is possible that the predicted masks can overlap with each other. The
challenges then are how to select the right set of targets in the specific image and how to determine the
right mask regions for the selected targets to avoid overlapping. We used a two-stage approach for object
recognition, including a target selection stage and a mask aggregation stage. In the target selection stage,
we first calculate the original mask area for each target t as At. Then, we iterate through the pixels. For
each pixel (i, j), we rank the targets that have pixel probability ρtij > 0.5. The target assigned to pixel (i, j)
is Tij = argmax ρt

′
ij . After this round of pixel assigning, the final area for each target t is Ãt =

∑
i,j 1Tij=t.

The targets with final area Ãt > λAt are the selected targets, with λ being the user-specified threshold. In
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the mask aggregation stage, we discard all unselected target masks completely, and then iterate through the
pixels again. For each pixel, the most probable target t with ρtij > 0.5 is assigned. The pixels with predicted
probabilities ρtij ≤ 0.5 for all selected targets are left blank.

For the baseline method using Grounding DINO with SAM and MedSAM, we first prompted Grounding
DINO with the set of targets to retrieve a collection of bounding boxes with confidence scores. Then we
implemented non-maximum suppression [62–64] to select a subset of identified targets in the scene, mini-
mizing the overlapping between the targets. To get the segmentation masks for these identified targets, we
further prompted SAM and MedSAM with the bounding boxes to retrieve the corresponding predictions.

Data availability

We will provide access to BiomedParseData or scripts to reproduce BiomedParseData from the original
datasets, upon publication of this manuscript.

Code availability

BiomedParse will be made fully available upon publication, including the model weights and relevant source
code for pre-training, fine-tuning, and inference. We will also provide detailed methods and implementation
steps to facilitate independent replication.
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Figure 1: Overview of BiomedParse and BiomedParseData. a, The GPT-4 constructed ontology showing
a hierarchy of object types that are used to unify semantic concepts across datasets. Bar plots showing the
number of images containing that object type. Lines between bars showing the object type similarity in the
text embedding space. b, Bar plot showing the number of image-mask-description triples for each modality
in BiomedParseData. c, Flowchat of BiomedParse. BiomedParse takes an image and a text prompt as input
and then outputs the segmentation masks for the objects specified in the prompt. Image-specific manual
interaction such as bounding box or clicks is not required in our framework. To facilitate semantic learning
for the image encoder, BiomedParse also incorporates a learning objective to classify the meta-object type.
For evaluation, GPT-4 is used to resolve text prompt into object types using the object ontology, which also
uses the meta-object type output from BiomedParse to narrow down candidate semantic labels. d, UMAP
plots contrasting the text-embeddings for different cell types derived from BiomedParse text encoder (left)
and PubMedBERT (right). e, UMAP plots contrasting the image embeddings for different cell types derived
from BiomedParse image encoder (left) and Focal (right).
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Figure 2: Comparison on large-scale biomedical image segmentation datasets. a, Bar plot comparing
the Dice score between our method and competing methods on 102,855 test instances (image-mask-label
triples) across 9 modalities. MedSAM and SAM require bounding box as input. We consider two settings:
oracle bounding box (minimum bounding box covering the gold mask); bounding boxes generated from
the text prompt by Grounding DINO, a state-of-the-art text-based grounding model. n denotes the number
of test instances in the corresponding modality. ∗ indicates the significance level at which BiomedParse
outperforms the best-competing method, with Wilcoxon test p-value< 1× 10−2 for **, p-value< 1× 10−3

for ***, p-value< 1×10−4 for ****. b, Nine examples comparing the segmentation results by BiomedParse
and the ground truth, using just the text prompt at the top. c, Bar plot comparing the Dice score between
our method and competing methods on a cell segmentation test set with 42 images. BiomedParse requires
only a single user operation (the text prompt “Glandular structure in colon pathology”). By contrast, to get
competitive results, MedSAM/SAM require 430 operations (one bounding box per an individual cell).
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d, Five examples contrasting the segmentation results by BiomedParse and MedSAM, along with text
prompts used by BiomedParse and bounding boxes used by MedSAM. e, Comparison between Biomed-
Parse and MedSAM on a benign tumor image (top) and a malignant tumor image (bottom). The improve-
ment of BiomedParse over MedSAM is even more pronounced on abnormal cells with irregular shapes. f,
Bar plot comparing the K-S test p-values between valid text prompt and invalid text prompt. BiomedParse
learns to reject invalid text prompts describing object types not present in the image (small p-value). g,
Plot showing the precision and recall of our method on detecting invalid text prompts across different K-S
test p-value cutoff. h,i, Scatter plots comparing the AUROC (h) and F-1 (i) between BiomedParse and
Grounding DINO on detecting invalid descriptions.
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with shape regularity in terms of convex ratio (b), box ratio (c), and inversed rotational inertia (d). Smaller
number in x-axis means higher irregularity in average. Each dot is an object type. e, Six examples con-
trasting BiomedParse and MedSAM on detecting irregular-shaped objects. Plots are ordered from the least
irregular one (left) to the most irregular one (right). f,g Comparison between BiomedParseData and the
benchmark dataset used by MedSAM in terms of convex ratio (f) and box ratio (g). BiomedParseData is
a more faithful representation of real-world challenges in terms of irregular-shaped objects. h, Bar plots
comparing BiomedParse and competing approaches on BiomedParseData and the benchmark dataset used
by MedSAM. BiomedParse has a larger improvement on BiomedParseData, which contains more diverse
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“You are a medical expert to help researcher in machine learning to
develop AI models. Your responses should be rigorous,
comprehensive, organized, truthful and logical.”

“I want to generate a variety of text prompts to train a mul�modal
model for medical image segmenta�on tasks. Each text prompt is a
phrase describing the segmenta�on target in an image of certain
modality at a specific site, e.g.
"[Object Type] in [Site] [Modality] ([sub-modality])".
I want some diversity in my data by rephrasing the descrip�on of the
segmenta�on target. For each text prompt, please make sure that
the [Object Type] is always the subject of the phrase. Please
rephrase in a biomedical professional, precise, and accurate manner.
Can you help me generate mul�ple different phrases of text prompt
similar to "[Object Type] in [Site] [Modality] ([sub-modality])"?”

System message

Prompt to GPT-4

Example input:
Object type: Inflammatory cells
Modality: Pathology
Site: Breast

Output of GPT-4:
"inflammatory cells in breast pathology"
"Pathological inflamma�on cells within the breast �ssue"
"Inflammatory cellular presence in breast pathology"
"Breast �ssue exhibi�ng inflammatory cells"
"Inflammatory cell infiltra�on in breast pathology"

List of text prompts generated by GPT-4

Supplementary Figure 1: GPT-4 prompt that is used to generate diverse descriptions for a given image
according to its object type, image modality, and anatomic site.
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New Biomedical Task
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Rich clinical language

Supplementary Figure 3: Generating textual description for each object in each image. Object type,
modality, and site are extracted from the metadata or the data description. We utilized both GPT-4 and
structured biomedical concepts to generate rich variations of clinical language, increasing the robustness of
BiomedParse to user-provided text.
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BiomedParse-SAM stands for using SAM to initialize the image encoder. BiomedParse-PubmedBERT
stands for using the frozen PubmedBERT [18] as the text encoder. n denotes the number of images
in the corresponding modality. ∗ indicates the significance level at which BiomedParse outperforms the
best-competing method, with Wilcoxon test p-value< 1 × 10−2 for **, p-value< 1 × 10−3 for ***, p-
value< 1× 10−4 for ****.
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Supplementary Figure 5: Comparison between BiomedParse and competing methods on the MedSAM
benchmark. We evaluated MedSAM and SAM using the ground truth bounding box for the segmentation.
For nnU-Net and DeepLabV3+, we reported the evaluation reported by MedSAM [9]. Results are shown
by imaging modality, with statistical significance comparison between BiomedParse and best-competing
method MedSAM. ∗ indicates the significance level at which BiomedParse outperforms the best-competing
method, with Wilcoxon test p-value< 5× 10−2 for *, p-value< 1× 10−3 for **.
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Supplementary Figure 6: Scatter plots comparing the improvement of BiomedParse over SAM with shape
irregularity in terms of box ratio (left), convex ratio (middle), and inversed rotational inertia (right). Each
dot represents the median statistics over one object type in our segmentation ontology.
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Supplementary Figure 7: Violin plot comparing the inversed rotational inertia between MedSAM bench-
mark data and BiomedParseData. A higher inversed rotational inertia indicates less irregularity.
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Supplementary Figure 8: Evaluation on object recognition.a,b, Density plots comparing the performance
on object recognition between BiomedParse and MedSAM (Grounding DINO) a, and between BiomedParse
and SAM (Grounding DINO) b.


